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THOUGHTS AND HEALTH



A smile is like a SIM Card and life is like a cellphone.
Whenever you insert the SIM card of a smile. A

beautiful day is activated. Keep similing always.

A Smile
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A  mountain is not higher than your confidence
because it will be under your feet, if you reach the

top.

CONFIDENCE

Time
Time is the most elastic element of the world. Because it
increases the minutes when we are waiting and decreases
the hours when we are enjoying.



You are rich, when you do not charge for what you have
and share it with others. 
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THOUGHTS AND HEALTH

All thoughts arising in our mind affects our entire
body nerves. If the mind thoughts negatively, danger or
worry the message of it reaches our entire body by the
nerves and the defence nerves gets affected and they
become weak. Such thoughts make the living power and
destroy it. Thus the feeling of pleasure, courage and patience
etc. that make us healthy and give us peace, pleasure etc.
and increases our capacity and mental strategy also.

The influence of thoughts inevitably falls on the body
and mind. The root cause of all bodily diseases is the mental
imbalance. If the mind is ill, the body becomes weak.
Similarly, if there is pain or illness in any part of the body,
the mind also becomes sick.

To remain disease free, always remain busy to keep
your mind satisfied and pleased. Filling the mind with noble
qualities and thoughts is must. The vibrations of such
thoughts, fills all the nerves of body with light, smartness
and freshness. Contrary to it, selfishness and helplessness,
create negative thoughts. The mind can remain free of all
illness and diseases if it is filled with pure thoughts.

All of us know, remembering pleasant incidents,
good behaviour of others, there love, help etc. pleases us
and our mind and the remembering of bad incidents, other's
bad behaviour etc. fills our mind with sorrow and depression.
Both types of such remembrance affects body, health our
skill etc. positively and negatively. Whatever profit and loss

A Compromise is the art of dividing a cake in such a
way that everyone believes he has the biggest piece.



these make is entirely our own creation. None else is affected
by it. Thus, we should always please our mind by
remembering only good behaviour of others. Let us please
our mind by remembering only good behaviour of others.
Let us please our mind by remembering good incidents like
flowers smell of our life garden, instead of getting hurt by
the thorns of bad incidents. Our own thoughts make our mind
and body, friends, enemies, good or bad. Every person by
his own imagination creates a world of good or bad, friend
or enemy, sufferings or pleasure. Nothing in the world is
good or bad. The mind creates a world of it own and also
destroy it. If we don't project our mind from noble thoughts,
then there is no other remedy. We ourselves are our friend
and enemy.

If we are having negative thoughts, then no
circumstances can give us anything else then sufferings.
Contrary if, we think of self help, and have full faith in our
own capacity and courage, then we shall get them. The type
of thoughts that have filled our mind, shall make us act
accordingly and we get similar results.

Courtesy - Power of Thoughts

A study in USA has revealed that exposing skin to
sunshine releases compound nitricoxide which my
help reduce blood pressure, cut the risk of heart attack
and stroke and even prolong life. This compound is
separate from manufacturing vitamin D. These benefits
outweigh the risk of cancer.

- Sent by C.P. Munjal (Delhi)

Doing nothing is a tiresome job because it's
impossible to stop and take a rest.
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Hot Bath,

Great minds discuss ideas;
Medicore minds discuss events;

Small minds discuss people.
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